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Name _____________________________________ Score: ______ out of 45

1.

How many Russians died at the hands of Stalin?

2.

Who was regularly beaten in Stalin’s family?

3.

How tall was Stalin?

4.

What about Stalin were described as “tiger-ish”?

5.

Whose writings influenced the young Stalin?

6.

Who headed the Bolshevik Party?

7.

What illegal activity did a young Stalin organize?

8.

What does “Stalin” mean?

9.

How many Russians were missing, killed, or wounded in one year of WWI?

10.

What role did Stalin have Soviet historians invent for himself?

11.

What color were the Bolsheviks associated with?

12.

Who was a brilliant orator and theorist?

13.

“ ______________ solves all problems.”

14.

What trait does Lenin not like about Stalin?

15.

Karl Marx called religion “the opiate of the _______________.”

16.

What group of people was publicly mocked by the Bolsheviks?

17.

Who was the second most powerful man in the party?

18.

Before he died, what did Lenin recommend be done to Stalin?

19.

Whom did Stalin send into exile?

20.

The Soviet Union’s first task was to collectivize ____________.

21.

Furious farmers killed half of their what?

22.

What did Soviet accountants have to lie about?
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23.

What was a “Gulag”?

24.

Five to seven people were shot every day for what reason?

25.

Who did the Russian people think was responsible for every good thing that happened?

26.

Why did Stalin have Kirov killed?

27.

What is one large group of people that were all convicted of being traitors?

28.

Where was Trotsky exiled?

29.

With what type of weapon was Trotsky killed?

30.

On whom did Stalin blame this new wave of terror?

31.

Who was one person who knew Stalin’s true nature?

32.

How was this person found dead?

33.

What happened to Stalin after this event?

34.

Who was the German version of Stalin?

35.

What kind of pact does the Soviet Union sign with Germany?

36.

What news shocks Stalin?

37.

Which one of Stalin’s relatives is taken prisoner by the Germans?

38.

Who started sending the Soviet Union supplies?

39.

From what city do the Germans start retreating?

40.

How many Soviets had died in WWII?

41.

Which president is unhappy with Stalin?

42.

Who are sent into labor camps as soon as they return from abroad?

43.

What group was Stalin’s new public enemy?

44.

What happened in 1953?

45.

What is the importance of Mikhail Gorbachev?
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